Mission Statement
Care Connection will provide resources and services that
empower people to create healthy aging experiences.

2017 Presentation List
Care Connection staff and volunteers are available to provide informative presentations
on the following topics. To schedule a presentation for your group, please call 1-800-7487826 and ask to speak to the contact person listed for the topic you are interested in.
Contact: Any Care Connection Staff Member
Topic: Care Connection for Aging Services
An overview of Care Connection for Aging Services.
Contact: Rona McNally
Topic: How Much Did That Cost and How Much Do I Pay?
We will explain how to review your insurance statements to help you understand the charges
billed to Medicare, what you are expected to pay, and to detect mistakes or possible fraud.
Topic: Are You Smarter Than a Scam Artist?
This interactive game tests your ability to identify and outfox crooks and other scam artists.
Topic: I Should Write That Down
We will show you how to gather all your important health care information and record it in a
personal Health Care Journal provided by the Missouri SMP.
Topic: Medicare 101
A 60-minute presentation for people who are becoming eligible for Medicare and are facing the
big decisions about what insurance options will suit their needs and the services that are
covered.
Topic: SMP or Medicare Bingo
An interactive way to learn information about Medicare benefits and how to protect them from
fraud and abuse.
Contact: Eric Messer
Topic: Making Healthy Food Choices
How to choose healthy meals as you age. What is the right portion of food?
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Topic: Healthy Snacking
Better choices to munch on during the day to keep you fuller and more focused.
Topic: Eating Healthy on a Budget
Easy tips and tricks to keep yourself on track to a healthy diet while living on a limited budget.
Topic: Reducing Sodium
How much is too much, what foods to avoid, what to eat more of and how to reduce your
sodium intake.
Topic: Nutrition and Falls
An overview of how maintaining good nutrition helps to prevent falls in older adults.
Topic: Cooking for 1 or 2
Simple ideas and recipes that make cooking for 1 or 2 fun and creative.
Topic: Making Comfort Foods Healthier
Simple ways to make everyone’s favorite foods healthier for you.
Topic: Seasonal Eating
Tips on how to make the most of seasonal produce. Which fruits and vegetables are ok to be
eaten daily, which should be eaten in moderation.
Contact: Marilyn Gunter
Topic: Care Management - What is this, and how could it help me?
Learn what care management is and how you might benefit from a care manager’s services.
Care managers work with individuals and families to create a positive aging experience. This
presentation will acquaint the listeners with the functions of the Care Manager, what care
management is, and how we can help you remain in your home.
Topic: You Are Not Alone - Family Caregiver Program
Many of us are caregivers before we realize that’s what we are doing. Things happen, and
before we know it, we are providing care to our loved ones who rely heavily upon us. This
program will help caregivers better understand their positions, what services are available to
help them, and how to take care of themselves during this time.
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Topic: Aging in Place
My home – why would I want to leave it? How can I stay here? Care Connection Care
Managers can help you assess your situation – home and financial – and suggest options that
help increase the reality of aging in place. They can help you think practically, suggest
resources, and help whittle down the looming fear of moving.
Topic: Feel Good Bingo
Everyone enjoys a good game of BINGO. Why not learn while playing? Feel Good Bingo is an
interactive game of BINGO that focuses on depression and the signs and symptoms. Pictures
are used in place of numbers to give visual cues and relevant information on depression to the
players. Players will gain a better understanding of depression and how to recognize the signs.
Topic: Benefits Bingo
Learn about many benefits that are available to help seniors stretch their monthly income while
playing this interactive Bingo game.
Topic: Why did I walk into this room? Where did I leave my keys?
Ever experience a “senior moment”? Most of the time we play those “senior moments” off as
forgetfulness, but sometimes those moments can be leading up a serious problem. Memory
Screening is a confidential memory screening to anyone concerned about memory loss or
experiencing warning signs of dementia. Screenings are often the first step to finding out if
someone may have a memory problem. A series of questions are asked in a private setting and
are used as an indicator of whether a person might benefit from an extensive medical exam, but
are not used to diagnose any illness. Education and encouragement are given to follow up with
a medical provider.
Topic: Help! I’ve fallen, and I can’t get up. Let BOB Help.
We have all heard that phrase, and some of us have actually said it. That’s where BOB comes
in to help. Care Connection offers a variety of medical alert devices that can help in any type of
situation – whether you have fallen, are locked out of the house, have forgotten to take
medications, or even are experiencing loneliness. Learn what all BOB can do to help give you
and your loved ones peace of mind while living independently at home.
Topic: Five Wishes for the Future
Five Wishes is the first living will that talks about your personal, emotional and spiritual needs as
well as your medical wishes. Learn what the Five Wishes are and how you can personalize
them to meet your wishes when you are no longer capable of making decisions but want to
direct your care.
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Topic: Wheel of Benefits
There are a number of benefits available to seniors. To go along with a brief overview of these
benefits, this interactive spinning wheel game provides a fun way for participants to reinforce
what they already know or to learn new information about Care Connection and the benefits we
can assist with.
Contact: Kathy Ray-Smith
Topic: Preventing Elder Abuse
A 15- to 30-minute presentation and discussion of what Elder Abuse is, who are the most likely
victims, and positive steps to take to prevent it.
Topic: Culture Change in the Long-Term Care Setting
A 30- to 60-minute presentation of the new self-directed care blossoming in many nursing
homes, assisted living, and residential care facilities. Differences between the old medical
model and the new social model that are the essence of Culture Change will be discussed.
Topic: Residents’ Rights in the Long Term Care Setting
A 30-minute program explaining and exploring the rights provided in federal and state law for
any resident living in the long-term care setting.
Topic: Residents’ Rights Bingo
This presentation is a fun way to help staff and residents of long term care homes to be
reminded of the rights that all residents have in Federal and State law. (Prizes included!)
Contact: Deb Krieger
Topic: Red Cross Disaster Preparedness
Programs are available on a variety of disaster preparedness topics:
 Winter storms
 Fire Safety
 Tornadoes
 Extreme Heat
Contact: Kristin Fisher
Topic: Volunteer Your Way to a Happier and Healthier You
Did you know that volunteering has been proven to increase your health and happiness? Well, it
does! This is not just the “you’ll feel better, because we did” kind of proof. Science itself has
documented case after case of volunteering individuals whose mental and physical health
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increased through their volunteer service. Come join us in this fun, interactive presentation,
where you will be shown the benefits of volunteering. Not only will you leave with a healthier
outlook on volunteering, but you will also be given opportunities to volunteer in your own
community.
Topic: Volunteers and the Big Picture
While working with volunteers, it may seem like you get less done, or the bows aren’t tied just
like you would have tied them, the boy scouts just tracked in mud all over your recently
shampooed carpet, or the food is not delivered in the order you wrote down. While all of these
things can and will happen, without these volunteers the big picture does not take place. We will
share with you a few helpful ideas to help manage volunteers, appreciate them, gain new
volunteers and retain the volunteers you have.
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